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Event-mode data collection presents remarkable new opportunities for time-of-

flight neutron scattering studies of collective excitations, diffuse scattering from

short-range atomic and magnetic structures, and neutron crystallography. In

these experiments, large volumes of the reciprocal space are surveyed, often

using different wavelengths and counting times. These data then have to be

added together, with accurate propagation of the counting errors. This paper

presents a statistically correct way of adding and histogramming the data for

single-crystal time-of-flight neutron scattering measurements. In order to gain a

broader community acceptance, particular attention is given to improving the

efficiency of calculations.

1. Introduction

The advent of time-of-flight (TOF) neutron scattering tech-

nology using instruments with large-area pixelated detectors

(Perring et al., 1994; Ewings et al., 2019; Bewley et al., 2006;

Stone et al., 2014; Ye et al., 2018; Jogl et al., 2011; Nakajima et

al., 2011; Kajimoto et al., 2011) has revolutionized the field of

neutron scattering experimentation. At the same time, it has

introduced profound challenges for data processing. The very

essence of the TOF method poses an existential problem for

the traditional paradigm of measuring intensity in a neutron

experiment. Namely, assigning neutron intensity simulta-

neously to a position on a detector and a finite time interval

can be all but impossible because a neutron’s trajectory in time

can pass across several detector pixels if the time interval is

long enough (Perring, 1999). This gives rise to the problem of

partitioning the time-histogrammed neutron count among

detector pixels. In the past, this problem was unavoidable

because detected neutrons were time-binned in hardware due

to the lack of computing resources and the resulting intensities

were stored as spectral histogram files (SPE file format).

Since the result of the data processing is a histogram in

sample reciprocal space, any partial histogramming that

occurs before that final histogram is obtained, and which

requires further histogramming in order to obtain it, will be

referred to as pre-histogramming. Adding intensities of time-

histogrammed spectra while accurately accounting for statis-

tical errors is quite problematic. Once the data are pre-

histogrammed, the intensities need to be properly normalized;

one also needs to account for detector efficiency and the solid

angle covered by detector pixels to which the time bin is

assigned, and such assignment is often ambiguous. The

problem of adding the pre-histogrammed data while precisely
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propagating the errors is aggravated for weak, diffuse and

inelastic signals where the intensity in each time bin is low,

often 1 or 0, and statistical uncertainty cannot be reliably

evaluated. Consequently, various approximations and specific

workflows were developed for adding and histogramming the

pre-histogrammed data that are still used in present-day

software packages (Azuah et al., 2009; Ewings et al., 2016;

Inamura et al., 2013).

In processing the TOF spectroscopy data, an approximation

has often been made that all histogram bins within a given

region of reciprocal space have equal statistical significance.

Then, these bins are simply averaged as if they represent

independent identical measurements of the differential scat-

tering cross section. This is a coarse approximation, since

detectors have different efficiencies and bin sizes are uneven

(the same ranges in TOF are not the same ranges in energy

transfer, since the velocity is also a function of detector

position), and especially when measurements are made with

unequal flux or measurement time: the statistical noise of the

average data set is dominated by the data with the worst

statistics. This is a known deficiency of some widely used

software packages which average the pre-histogrammed data.

In the early days of TOF diffraction, Bragg peak intensities

were obtained by integrating neutron count within a narrow

time window and a small detector area (Windsor, 1981). A

normalization factor, which accounts for the detector solid

angle and the wavelength-dependent flux, was then applied to

the integrated peak intensity in order to obtain the differential

scattering cross section. The assumption made in this case is

that the entire peak is measured with a single neutron wave-

length (no spread). In modern TOF diffractometers, however,

one can measure the same peak with different sample orien-

tations, at different wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 1. In general,

the incident flux varies as a function of wavelength. As a

consequence, the intensity of the same peak measured at

different wavelengths and sample orientations must be

considered separately. In the case of short-range diffuse

scattering, the features of interest are sometimes orders of

magnitude broader than a Bragg peak (1–10 Å�1 versus

0.1 Å�1). Clearly, such an approach would not work well, since

measurements of large volumes of reciprocal space combine

data from different neutron wavelengths.

In the modern incarnation of the TOF technology imple-

mented at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS), the event

mode of data collection is used (Granroth et al., 2018).

Remarkably, the event mode parts with the traditional concept

of measuring intensities in a neutron experiment. Instead,

information about each detected neutron is stored in the form

of a descriptive entry in a database, where each neutron is

tagged with its arrival time at the detector. For event mode to

be meaningful, the detector time resolution should be such

that the spatial extent of the neutron’s trajectory within the

time resolution window is smaller than the detector pixel. For

a thermal neutron traveling across a 100 detector, with a speed

of 2500 m s�1, event mode requires time resolution �t < 10 ms.

At the SNS, the neutron events are time-stamped to a preci-

sion of 0.1 ms, well within this requirement (Berry, 2016).

The aim of this paper is to present an efficient algorithm for

the TOF neutron data reduction, which focuses on statistically

rigorous normalization, combination and histogramming of

the event data. This approach clearly separates the workflow

into two independent tasks. The first is that of transforming

data coordinates, and it is carried out entirely on the event

data (Peterson et al., 2015, 2018). The second task is that of

creating a histogram by binning the event data, and is carried

out simultaneously with weighting the bins by a normalization

factor depending on the measurement statistics.

The central task addressed by the present algorithm is that

of computing the statistical weights for the measured events,

with the highest possible mathematical rigor. This task is at the

core of comparing and combining different event data sets.

These weights are similar to the monitor count that is used for

normalization and adding different measurements in tradi-

tional triple-axis neutron spectroscopy (Shirane et al., 2002).

When the data are combined, or coarse-grained, the neutron

counts are added and the corresponding monitors are sepa-

rately combined for the normalization. Similarly, in our

approach, when events are histogrammed the total statistical

weight is evaluated for each bin and then used for the

normalization of the total count in the bin. At the SNS, the

present algorithm is already in use for diffuse elastic scattering

data from single crystals and is gaining traction in the inelastic

community. We present particular examples of single-crystal

diffuse scattering (both elastic and inelastic) as a motivation
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Figure 1
In diffraction experiments, one can measure the same magnitude
momentum transfer jQ1j ¼ jQ2j in different detectors. From the
conservation of momentum in the two cases one can find that different
wavelengths (or wavevectors) were used. In addition, the orientation of
the two momentum transfer vectors is different, so in order to satisfy the
Bragg diffraction conditions the sample must be rotated. The incident flux
is generally different at different wavelengths.



for the new approach, as well as details of its practical

implementation.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a

summary of theoretical aspects of neutron measurement and

the UB-matrix formalism. An overview of the existing

approaches to single-crystal TOF data reduction is given in

Section 3. Section 4 describes our new algorithm for efficient

weighted normalization and histogramming of the event TOF

data, and Section 5 presents its practical implementation and

examples. In conclusion, we briefly summarize the main

features and advantages of our approach.

2. Theoretical aspects of single-crystal neutron
scattering measurements

By selecting a particular neutron energy transfer, E ¼ h- !, a

neutron spectrometer measures the double differential scat-

tering cross section,

d2�

dE d�
¼

N

�idE d�
: ð1Þ

Here, N is the number of neutrons measured in a certain time

interval, in a detector covering a solid angle of d�, within an

energy transfer range dE, and �i is the corresponding time-

integrated neutron flux of the incident beam during the

measurement. According to Van Hove (1954), the scattering

cross section is proportional to the dynamical structure factor,

SðQ;EÞ,

d2�

dE d�
¼ NS

kf

ki

jbðQÞj2SðQ;EÞ; ð2Þ

where ki and kf are the magnitudes of the incident and scat-

tered neutron wavevectors, respectively, NS is the number of

unit cells in the sample, and bðQÞ is their scattering length

(Squires, 2012; Zaliznyak & Lee, 2005). If one is interested

only in the single time (instantaneous) correlations of

magnetic moments or atomic positions, the energy transfer in

equation (1) can be integrated out to obtain the (single)

differential cross section,

d�

d�
¼

N

�id�
; ð3Þ

which is proportional to the static structure factor, SðQÞ.

2.1. Kinematics of the scattering process

From the conservation of momentum and energy, the

momentum and energy transfer to the sample are

Q ¼ ki � kf; ð4Þ

h- ! ¼
h- 2

2mn

ðk2
i � k2

f Þ; ð5Þ

where ki and kf are the incident and scattered neutron

wavevectors, respectively, and mn is the neutron mass. The

magnitudes of the wavevectors, ki ¼ jkij and kf ¼ jkfj, are

proportional to the corresponding neutron speeds:

vi;f ðm s�1
Þ ¼

h- ki;f

mn

’ 629:62 ki;f ðÅ
�1
Þ: ð6Þ

The momentum transfer, Q, is determined by the incident and

final neutron velocities, and the detector position. For spec-

trometers, where either the incident or final neutron energy is

fixed, the variable velocity is usually replaced by the energy

transfer. For TOF instruments at a pulsed source, the neutron

energy is thus determined using the TOF with respect to a

neutron start time from the source, which is defined by the

source pulse.

Diffractometers use the time interval between neutron

production and neutron detection to calculate the neutron

velocity, knowing the path from the source to detector, via the

sample. The assumption is that the scattering is fully elastic, so

the velocity is constant along the neutron flight path.

In direct-geometry spectrometers, the incident energy can

be selected using choppers, devices that allow neutrons to pass

through only at certain time intervals (Windsor, 1981).

Knowing the instrument geometry, from the time difference

between the moment neutrons leave the source and the

moment they pass through the chopper, one can find the initial

neutron velocity and therefore the time when neutrons arrive

at the sample position. Since the total TOF is recorded for

each neutron, one can calculate the final velocity from the

time interval between the time a neutron is scattered by the

sample and the time it is detected. A similar reasoning applies

for indirect-geometry spectrometers, where the final energy is

fixed instead.

2.2. Coordinate transformation of the event data and UB-
matrix formalism

For each detected neutron, the information about the

incident and the scattered states is recorded in the event data

file. The incident and the scattered neutron wavevectors are

calculated in the laboratory reference frame of the instrument,

and used in equations (4) and (5). However, for neutron

scattering from a crystal, the relevant reference frame for the

momentum transfer, Q, is the one co-aligned with the reci-

procal-lattice vectors of the crystal. Hence, an important

primary task of the data reduction is to perform a coordinate

transformation that translates neutron events from the

instrument laboratory frame to a coordinate frame of the

crystal.

Due to the conservation of energy and momentum, the

detector trajectories in the reciprocal space of the crystal

cover only a limited part of this space [see e.g. Ewings et al.

(2016)]. For a stationary crystal, detectors of a spectrometer

subtend a 3D surface in the 4D ðQ;EÞ space. To cover the 4D

regions of interest, single-crystal neutron scattering instru-

ments rotate the sample with respect to the laboratory frame

using goniometers. This introduces a sample-angle-dependent

coordinate transformation from the laboratory to the sample

reference frame for the events that comprise a single rota-

tional data set.

The physics in the reciprocal space of the crystal can usually

be described by a triplet of indices, ðH;K;LÞ, which measure
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the wavevector transferred to the crystal in units of its reci-

procal lattice. Following the UB-matrix formalism (Busing &

Levy, 1967; Lumsden et al., 2005), the connection between the

momentum transfer in the crystal and the laboratory frame is

given by

Q ¼ 2�RUB

H

K

L

0
@

1
A; ð7Þ

where R, U and B are 3� 3 matrices. B transforms the reci-

procal-lattice coordinates into an orthogonal coordinate

system with the first axis along a�, the second axis perpendi-

cular to a� in the a�b� plane and the third axis perpendicular to

this plane. This transformation also re-scales the axes to units

of Å�1. U is an orientation matrix describing how the crystal is

mounted on the goniometer, and thus transforms the wave-

vectors to the goniometer coordinate frame at their nominal

position. The rotation matrix R describes rotations of the

crystal reciprocal space around the goniometer axes.

In the rest of this paper, we will use a right-handed

laboratory reference frame with the ẑz axis along the incident

beam, the ŷy axis vertical up and the x̂x axis in the horizontal

plane, perpendicular to ẑz and ŷy, consistent with the convention

adopted at the SNS. The detector position is given by the polar

angle � and the azimuthal angle ’, as shown in Fig. 2. We can

then rewrite equations (4) and (7) as

�kf sin � cos ’
�kf sin � sin ’
ki � kf cos �

0
@

1
A ¼ 2�RUB

H

K

L

0
@

1
A: ð8Þ

Note that most crystallography papers use the momentum

transfer for the neutron (not the sample) (Giacovazzo, 1992).

Equation (4) would be rewritten as Q ¼ kf � ki, so there

would be a sign inversion of ki and kf in equation (8).

While this transformation is nominally straightforward, the

transformation of the statistical weights of neutron events

should be performed carefully. Statistical weights (‘monitors’)

account, among other things, for the volume element occupied

by the detector pixel(s) where the neutron was detected, so

these weights need to be corrected for the Jacobian of the

coordinate transformation. This Jacobian is a non-trivial

object and its efficient calculation is a task accomplished by

the algorithm presented here.

3. Data reduction and histogramming of TOF
measurements on single crystals

Historically, measurements of the differential neutron scat-

tering cross sections in crystals were performed using single-

detector instruments, such as a four-circle diffractometer or a

triple-axis spectrometer, with a single detector that moves to

the desired positions in the sample reciprocal space. In such a

measurement, the data are collected at well defined points on

a regular grid and with the statistical accuracy determined by

the incident neutron current measured by the monitor. When

a number of different measurements are combined, the total

neutron count is normalized by the total monitor count, thus

improving the data statistical accuracy. This is equivalent to

combining the statistical weights of the added intensities.

The introduction of TOF instruments with large detector

arrays for inelastic (MARI, MAPS, LET, ARCS, SEQUOIA,

CNCS, AMATERAS, 4SEASONS) and diffuse elastic scat-

tering (SXD, WISH, TOPAZ, CORELLI) measurements

(Perring et al., 1994; Ewings et al., 2019; Bewley et al., 2006;

Stone et al., 2014; Keen et al., 2006) presented a new challenge

for data reduction and visualization. Different detectors cover

parts of the reciprocal space in a nonlinear and often over-

lapping way. For TOF diffractometers, there is an additional

complication in that the flux changes as a function of neutron

wavelength. Hence, interpolating the measurements onto a

regular grid by adding the neutron counts and combining the

corresponding statistical weights presents a challenge. The

problem is aggravated in the case of time-histogrammed

spectra, where accurately evaluating the statistical weights of

the histogrammed intensity is difficult, or impossible (e.g. for

bins with zero intensity).

3.1. Equal-weight approximation for time-histogrammed data

One simple approach used for processing the pre-

histogrammed TOF data is to assume equal weights for all

intensities in a histogram bin. This approach is implemented in

MSlice (Coldea, 2000) and widely used derived programs, such

as DAVE MSlice (Azuah et al., 2009) and Horace (Ewings et

al., 2016). The time-histogrammed spectra are transformed

into a set of histograms in energy transfer (h- !), one for each

detector. When normalized by the solid angle/detector effi-

ciency, and by the incident flux, the intensity in each histogram

bin represents an individual measurement of the scattering

cross section. For every spectrum in each histogram bin, the

momentum transfer is calculated from the corresponding

detector position and the energy transfer. The calculated

intensities are then assigned to hyper-rectangles on a regular
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Figure 2
The coordinate system has the incident beam along the z axis. The vertical
direction is along y. The detector position is described in spherical
coordinates by polar angle �, with respect to the z axis, and the azimuthal
angle ’, the angle between the projection of the detector position in the
xy plane and the x axis.



grid in the ðH;K;LÞ and h- ! space (voxels). Finally, all

contributions in each individual voxel are averaged. A sche-

matic representation is shown in Fig. 3. The intensity in a

particular voxel corresponds to a statistical average with equal

weights, wi ¼ 1,

d2�

dE d�
¼

1P
i 1

X
i

d2�

dE d�

� �
i

: ð9Þ

Here, the summation is over all histogram bins for all sample

orientations that contribute to the voxel. A similar formula for

diffraction experiments, used for example by Welberry et al.

(2005), is written as

d�

d�
¼

1P
i 1

X
i

d�

d�

� �
i

: ð10Þ

The main deficiency of this algorithm is that it assumes

equal weights, i.e. that, after efficiency calibration and flux

normalization, all measurements are equally relevant statisti-

cally. This is very often not the case. First, the detector effi-

ciency varies across the detector array and also in a way that

depends on neutron final energy; some detectors may be

partially obscured by other elements of the instrument setup

and thus have lower effective efficiency, resulting in a larger

measurement error. Second, the amount of time (neutron

current) over which each sample configuration is measured

might generally be different. Partitioning the time-histogram

bin between different detectors also presents a challenge. If

one averages a measurement with small error bars with one

having large errors, the result is noisier and with larger

uncertainties than the best measurement. At the minimum,

this places a restrictive requirement in the pre-histogrammed

scan that all angles must be counted equally. In the worst case,

in TOF diffraction, for the different wavelengths contributing

to a voxel the neutron flux can differ by an order of magnitude,

leading to a large disparity in the error bars (Michels-Clark et

al., 2016). A similar example for direct-geometry spectroscopy

measurements will be shown in Section 5.4. In the past, this

problem was ‘solved’ by discarding the measurements with

larger errors, even though they might contain useful and

perhaps unique information. Clearly, such an approach

presents a marked handicap for an efficient data analysis.

There are also significant penalties to pay for pre-histo-

gramming the data from the point of view of data storage

efficiency. In order to have accurate positions in the reciprocal

space, the histogram bins must be small. This means that the

partially processed pre-histogrammed data could be much

larger than needed to describe the measured raw counts. This

is especially significant for inelastic scattering, where inten-

sities are weak and most of the histogram bins may contain

zeros. A typical 1 h measurement on ARCS, with 500 time or

energy bins for each detector, has less than 2% nonzero bins.

Keeping a sparse representation would, however, defeat the

purpose of this approach, since consistent averaging requires

all bins to be accounted for, even if they contain no counts

(Peterson et al., 2015).

3.2. Weighted-measurement approach to histogramming
TOF data

As noted in previous papers (Michels-Clark et al., 2016,

2017), the statistically correct way to combine data measured

by multiple detectors and for different sample orientations is

to replace equation (10) with

d�

d�
¼

P
i NiP

i �id�i

: ð11Þ

Here, Ni is the neutron count measured by the ith detector,

with solid angle d�i, and �i is the time-integrated neutron

current through the sample during the measurement, i.e. the

number of neutrons that hit the sample, which for a spallation

neutron source is proportional to the total proton charge on

the target. Although sample geometry can be important for

determining �i, here we assume homogeneous sample illu-

mination by the neutron beam, deferring sample corrections

to a separate publication. Similarly, for the inelastic scattering,

in place of equation (9) we have

d2�

dE d�
¼

P
i NiP

i �idEi d�i

: ð12Þ

From the perspective of an end user who wants to analyze

the histogrammed data, one needs to obtain the measured

scattering cross section on a user-defined grid in reciprocal

space. As noted in Section 1, this task can be split into two

parts. The first step is to perform the coordinate transforma-

tion from the laboratory frame to the sample coordinate

frame. This includes calculating the position where detection

occurred, as well as other frame-dependent characteristics of

each neutron detection event transformed from (detector

position, time) instrument coordinates to (wavevector,

energy) coordinates in the reciprocal space of the sample. As
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Figure 3
Schematic representation of the histogrammed spectrum approach for
inelastic measurement. Energy and momentum transfer are in arbitrary
units. Some arbitrary detector trajectories (D1 and D2) are shown. Each
energy transfer histogram bin (bin boundaries are marked by the
horizontal ticks along the trajectories), in every detector, is considered as
an independent measurement of the differential scattering cross section.
The intensity in each voxel in the reciprocal space (bounded by dashed
lines) is then an average of contributions from the enclosed values.



we discuss below, crystal symmetry operations, energy- and

Q-dependent corrections related to the neutron beam optics

(e.g deflection by a polarizer), energy-dependent transmission/

absorption, temperature- and energy-dependent transforma-

tion to dynamic susceptibility etc. are all calculated in this first

step, on the event level. The numerator in equations (11) and

(12) is just a histogram representation of the counts, so each

event is then assigned to the corresponding grid position

[Fig. 4(a)].

Calculating the denominator is the second step. If the

corresponding term for every configuration in the denomi-

nator is considered a weight, the number of counts in a bin

from a particular configuration is just the cross section

multiplied with the weight. Hence, the weights can be deter-

mined by measuring a standard sample with constant cross

section in exactly the same configurations as the sample of

interest. The number of counts from the standard sample

provides a measurement of the corresponding weights.

3.3. An implementation of a weighted measurement

For a diffraction experiment, this approach was imple-

mented by Michels-Clark et al. (2016) by measuring the

incoherent elastic scatterer (vanadium) for each of the

configurations in which the sample of interest was measured,

following these steps:

(i) The TOF and detector position for the neutrons scat-

tered from the sample were converted into sample reciprocal

space.

(ii) The counts were then histogrammed onto a desired grid

(‘data histogram’).

(iii) The above steps were repeated for a range of sample

orientations, accumulating the counts in the data histogram.

(iv) A vanadium measurement was performed in the same

configuration but for a single orientation; the number of

counts in the vanadium data was adjusted for the ratio of the

effective counting times (integrated proton charge of the

accelerator was used for an integrated monitor count).

(v) The vanadium measurement was replicated in software

by applying a set of the orientations of the goniometer used

for the sample measurements.

(vi) The TOF and detector position for each vanadium

neutron event were converted to the sample reciprocal space

using the same UB matrix as for the sample to obtain the same

orientation in reciprocal space.

(vii) Thus-transformed vanadium data were histogrammed

on the same grid as the sample data, creating a ‘normalization

histogram’.

(viii) The data histogram was divided by the normalization

histogram, yielding a scattering cross section relative to that of

vanadium.

Results presented by Michels-Clark et al. (2016) are

markedly less noisy and with smaller error bars than those

obtained from the equal-weight treatment (see Figs. 4 and 5 in

the cited work).

Although the weighted-measurement approach of Michels-

Clark et al. (2016) is correct, that original implementation has

three barriers for broader use. The first one is extensibility to

inelastic scattering. While vanadium scatters uniformly in the

momentum space, the scattering is elastic, i.e. dependence in

the energy transfer direction is strongly peaked around

h- ! ¼ 0. The number of neutrons incoherently scattered by

vanadium can no longer be used to measure the corresponding

volume in the 4D sample reciprocal space in the denominator

of equation (12). The second issue arises when the count rate

from the incoherent scatterer is low for certain position(s) in

reciprocal space. In this approach, each detector pixel carries

its own information about the incident flux. Hence, for a finite

measurement time of the standard sample, only a limited

number of neutrons are available to measure the denominator

terms in equation (11). One can, in principle, get better

statistics by summing incoherent counts from detectors with

the same energy-dependent response, but this is a computa-

tionally very expensive procedure requiring an efficient

algorithm. This brings up the last issue with the original

implementation, the amount of computing resources required

to perform the calculations. Usually, the incoherent scatterer is

measured for a sufficiently long time in order to have

reasonable statistics. Replicating this measurement for

every sample setting in order to perform the binning on the

desired grid requires very large amounts of memory and

processing power, which limits its applicability for some

instruments.
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Figure 4
Geometry considerations in the weighted-measurement approach, based
on equations (8) and (14). (a) The coordinates of neutron detection
events (red dots) are stored in reciprocal coordinate space of the
goniometer. A grid in ðH;K;LÞ coordinates is obtained through affine
transformations by rotating/scaling/skewing the axes (blue grid in the
figure – the thick lines correspond to axes along the a� and c�

crystallographic axes). (b) In the reciprocal space, trajectories for each
different detector or sample orientation (green and red curves
correspond to some random detector positions or sample orientations)
are straight lines, given by equation (14). The intersections with the
reciprocal-lattice grid are obtained from equation (15). The statistical
weight of the scattering from a particular detector, in each voxel, depends
on the momentum (wavevector) associated with the intersection of the
detector’s trajectory with the voxel’s boundary. Neither of the trajectories
in the figure contribute to voxels with H> 4 and K> 4. Some voxels, such
as the one closest to the origin, contain partial contributions from
multiple detectors.



4. Efficient weighted normalization and histogramming
of the event TOF data: MDNorm algorithm

Here, we describe a faster, more memory-efficient way to

calculate the normalization factors in the denominators of

equations (11) and (12).

4.1. The normalization algorithm

In principle, the detector solid angle (measured experi-

mentally or determined from geometrical considerations) is a

property of each detected neutron event and the subsequent

data processing does not in fact require histogramming.

However, algorithms that completely avoid histogramming

are a matter of future development. The algorithms developed

at present, including the algorithm that we describe here,

operate with creation, manipulation and analysis of the

histogrammed data. In this case, the calculation of the weight

factors for each voxel of a grid in the sample phase space is

straightforward.

Theoretically, the elemental solid angle for each detected

neutron can be calculated, knowing the detector size and

position. In practice, however, it is more convenient (and in

fact more reliable) to measure the effective detector solid

angles experimentally, using an elastic incoherent scatterer,

such as vanadium. Such measurement is time consuming

because it requires a substantial number of neutrons to be

counted by each detector in order to obtain low error bars on

the measured detector solid angles. However, the measure-

ment only needs to be performed once for each configuration

of the instrument’s detector bank, and for most spectrometers

it can also use white beam, which greatly enhances the inci-

dent flux. Thus measured detector solid angles can then be

used for histogram weight calculation in equations (11) and

(12).

The second ingredient for calculating the statistical weight

in equations (11) and (12) is the total incident neutron current,

�i, used to measure each scattered neutron. For direct-

geometry spectrometers at a spallation source, �i is just a

number proportional to the total proton current supplied to

the target during the measurement (at a given sample setting).

For indirect-geometry spectroscopy and for TOF diffraction

[equation (11)], the incident beam is not monochromatic and

�i needs to be evaluated by the normalization algorithm. Due

to the conservation of energy and momentum, neutrons with

certain incident velocities and a given final energy are kine-

matically prohibited from scattering into some detectors.

Hence, for a particular detector, i, the incident flux, �i, must

only include those incident neutrons that were kinematically

allowed to scatter into the reciprocal-space region of interest

containing that detector. In the case of diffraction, and partly

for indirect-geometry spectroscopy, determining �i is the

main task in calculating the statistical weight.

Finally, in the case of inelastic scattering, both direct and

indirect, one needs to calculate the dEi intervals for the

neutron detection events. For a neutron detected within a

given ðQ;EÞ voxel of the histogram, dEi is the size of the

energy transfer range that is constrained to the voxel by

conservation of energy and momentum [equations (4) and

(5)]. This is the length of the component along E for the

detector trajectory [transformed from (detector position,

time) to ðQ;EÞ], inside the voxel where the neutron was

detected.

The new method described in this paper uses the fact that

neutrons measured in a given detector, for a particular sample

orientation, are located on a detector trajectory that is a

straight line in the reciprocal space of the single-crystal

sample. This can be seen from equation (8), which we rewrite

as

H

K

L

0
@

1
A ¼ 1

2�
ðRUBÞ�1

�kf sin � cos ’
�kf sin � sin ’
ki � kf cos �

0
@

1
A; ð13Þ

H

K

L

0
@

1
A ¼ ki

ðRUBÞ
�1

2�

0

0

1

0
@

1
A� kf

ðRUBÞ
�1

2�

sin � cos ’
sin � sin ’

cos �

0
@

1
A:
ð14Þ

For a given orientation of the sample, R, and given angular

coordinates of the detector, (�; ’), a vector of neutron

(detector) coordinates in the reciprocal space of the crystal,

ðH;K;LÞ, is expressed as a linear combination of ki and kf

multiplied by some constant 3D vectors. In the case of single-

crystal elastic scattering, we can write ðH;K;LÞ as a constant

vector scaled by the incident neutron wavevector, ki ¼ kf .

Similarly, for inelastic spectroscopy, where either ki or kf is

fixed, ðH;K;LÞ is a constant vector multiplied by the changing

kf or ki, plus another constant vector. A schematic repre-

sentation of these trajectories is shown in Fig. 4(b).

We now consider measurement of the differential scattering

cross section for a region of reciprocal space (voxel of a

histogram) which is a cuboid with faces parallel to the crys-

tallographic directions. We consider the changing wavevector

being in the range bounded by the minimum, km
i;f , and the

maximum, kM
i;f . Using these values in equation (14), we obtain

the corresponding boundaries in the sample reciprocal space,

ðHm;Km;LmÞ and ðHM;KM;LMÞ. We can then write the line

equation for the neutron (detector) trajectory as

H �Hm

HM �Hm
¼

K � Km

KM � Km
¼

L� Lm

LM � Lm
¼

ki;f � km
i;f

kM
i;f � km

i;f

: ð15Þ

The coordinates of the intersection of a linear detector

trajectory described by equation (15) and a plane at a constant

value of H, K, L, or ki;f, are obtained by simply plugging that

constant value into the equation. To calculate the differential

scattering cross section, the important quantities to find are

the values of ki;f at the intersection points. For a cuboid

reciprocal-space voxel, any detector trajectory that is not

along a face or an edge can intersect the voxel at zero, one or

two points. If we restrict the detector trajectory to be between

km
i;f and kM

i;f , the following cases have to be considered:

(i) Detector trajectory does not intersect the voxel – this

means no contribution.
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(ii) Detector trajectory intersects the voxel at exactly two

points – we need to calculate the contribution of the line

segment between the intersections.

(iii) Detector trajectory is completely inside the voxel – the

contribution is the entire range between km
i;f and kM

i;f .

(iv) Detector trajectory intersects the voxel at exactly one

point – this means that only one of km
i;f, kM

i;f is inside the voxel

and we need to calculate the contribution of a line segment

between it and the intersection point.

If a trajectory is completely along a face or an edge of the

voxel, it falls within one of the last three cases above. For

example, if the trajectory is along a plane where the L

component is a constant Lc, then Lm ¼ LM ¼ Lc. Any inter-

section with the H or K planes will have the L component

equal to Lc. The term corresponding to calculating the inter-

sections along L will be of the form 0/0, does not provide any

additional information and can be ignored.

In practical implementation, the algorithm works as shown

in Fig. 5. First, the grid parameters of the histogram are read.

Then, the neutron events are histogrammed to counts on this

grid. Subsequently, in order to calculate the normalization in

each voxel of the grid, the algorithm loops over all sample

orientations, R, and over all detector positions, (�, ’), and, for

each detector trajectory and each sample orientation,

computes the intersections with all the bounding planes of the

grid, sorting them according to the ki;f values. If there are

none, it skips to the next detector. If there are intersections,

then for the white-beam diffraction measurements the inci-

dent flux is integrated between the adjacent incident

momentum values. For inelastic spectroscopy, the energy

transfer range (dEi) between the two bounding momentum

values determined by the intersections is calculated using

equation (5). Subsequently, for each detector, multiplication

with the solid angle, d�i, is performed to obtain �i dEi d�i or

�i d�i. These values are then accumulated on a grid

congruent to the binned data. The final step is to divide the

two arrays and thus obtain a histogram of the scattering cross

section (up to an overall normalization).

4.2. Transformations of sample reciprocal space and
symmetry operations on events

Clear delineation of the two steps in the workflow used in

our approach, that of (i) operations on events and (ii) the

eventual histogramming to a pre-defined grid of interest,

provides significant advantages for data reduction and

processing.

Firstly, the directions of interest in the sample reciprocal

space, which define the grid for the histogrammed experi-

mental data to be used for analysis, are not necessarily aligned

with the crystallographic axes. Fortunately, the transformation

from any three non-coplanar directions to the crystallographic

ones is encoded in a simple 3� 3 matrix, W, which can be

applied to the event data. Specifically, if we substitute RUBW

for RUB in our previous equations (13) and (14), then H, K

and L are the coordinates along the new directions. It is

important to emphasize that, by carrying out transformation

on the event level instead of pre-histogrammed data, we avoid

problems with non-trivial overlap of the histogram bins and

the need to split the binned intensity among different voxels.

We also avoid artifacts associated with the boundaries of the

phase space covered by the measurement.

Similarly, it is often advantageous to apply crystal symmetry

operations to the data. Any such operation in the reciprocal

space can be written as a multiplication with a 3� 3 matrix

applied after the RUBW product. By applying the symmetry

operations, one can translate the measured neutron events to

physically equivalent positions of the crystal’s reciprocal

space. Using symmetry, one can markedly improve the

statistics of the histogrammed data by replicating the

measured events via application of the symmetry operations,

e.g.

d�

d�
¼

P
i Ni þ

P
j SðNjÞP

i �id�i þ
P

j Sð�jd�jÞ
: ð16Þ

Here, S is the symmetry operator. At the histogramming stage,

one counts all the neutrons detected in a reciprocal-space

voxel, either directly or through symmetrization. The

normalization algorithm then calculates the combined weight

for the events measured by detectors in the direct measure-

ment and detectors in symmetry-replicated positions, adds

these weights together, and finally divides the total number of

neutron counts by the total normalization factor.
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Figure 5
Algorithm workflow. The events (in reciprocal-space coordinates) are
histogrammed to a regular grid. Detector positions, lattice parameters
and sample orientations are used to calculate the trajectories in reciprocal
space for each detector. The intersections of these trajectories with the
given grid, together with counting time and solid-angle information, are
used to calculate the statistical weights. Finally, the histogrammed event
data are divided by the normalization (the weight) histogram, to obtain
the normalized intensity histogram.



From the implementation point of view, calculating the

normalization for both non-axis-aligned grids and symmetry

operations is done by simply calculating ðHm;Km;LmÞ and

ðHM;KM;LMÞ using the appropriate transformation matrix.

The algorithm implementation in Mantid version 4.0.0

(Arnold et al., 2014) takes full advantage of the space- and

point-group description of symmetry operations.

5. Practical implementation and examples

5.1. Fast algorithm for flux integration

As noted in the previous sections, on a white-beam instru-

ment the statistical uncertainty of the incoherent scattering

data used to measure the energy-dependent incident flux

weighted by a detector solid angle, �i d�i, might be less than

satisfactory. In such cases, statistics for �i could be improved

by adding together data from all detectors with the same

energy response. For instruments like the CORELLI

diffractometer at the SNS, the detectors are 3He tubes, with

identical pressure and electronic data acquisition systems. By

comparing the momentum-dependent spectra measured on

vanadium, we found that all detector pixels can be summed

together. On other instruments, such as the TOPAZ single-

crystal diffractometer at the same facility, pixelated scintillator

detectors are used whose energy response differs significantly

from one detector bank to the next. Still, we can sum together

all the events from a 256� 256 pixel area (TOPAZ has 25 such

detectors, 15 � 15 cm in size). An example of integrated

spectra is shown by the red curve in Fig. 6.

For every voxel of a histogram, the normalization algorithm

needs to integrate the incident flux obtained from the vana-

dium measurement for all detector trajectories that intersect

the voxel, between the corresponding momentum limits, ki;n

and ki;nþ1. Since the number of integrations is relatively large

(106–109), we use a faster, interpolation method. We pre-

compute the definite integral with a running upper bound,

IðkÞ ¼

R k

0 �ðxÞ dxR kmax

0 �ðxÞ dx
; ð17Þ

and store the result on a regular grid of about 1000 points, as

shown by the blue curve in Fig. 6. Then, instead of performing

a computationally expensive integration from ki;n to ki;nþ1, we

use linear interpolation of IðkÞ to obtain the values at the two

intersection points. The integrated flux is given by

Iðki;nþ1Þ � Iðki;nÞ. The approximation is valid as long as the

original flux dependence on ki is relatively smooth (the

variation of the flux between adjacent grid points is small

compared with the flux).

5.2. Implementation notes

The algorithm is implemented as part of the Mantid

(Arnold et al., 2014) software package, under the name

MDNorm (since version 4.0.0). The algorithm is implemented

in C++, and it has a default Python binding and graphical user

interface. The flux integration is done by the MDNormSCD-

PreprocessIncoherent algorithm. The event data, including all

transformations performed in the first step of reduction, are

stored in a multi-dimensional event (MDE) workspace, which

can be histogrammed onto a grid of choice in ðQ;EÞ space. For

each histogram (cut, slice, volume), the binned data are stored

in a separate multi-dimensional histogram (MDH) workspace.

The normalization and the calculated differential cross

sections are also stored as MDH data sets. Examples using

publicly available data can be found on the help page of the

algorithm. Further developments will aim to integrate this

algorithm in standard data processing workflows and graphical

user interfaces.

5.3. Storage and usage of the neutron events

Originally, two versions of the workflow were implemented

in C++, one for single-crystal diffraction and one for direct-

geometry spectroscopy. To streamline keeping track of the

start and end points of the trajectories, data were stored in

HKL coordinates, which substantially complicated calcula-

tions for symmetry-related trajectories. Additionally, if the

sample was misaligned, the original data coordinates had to be

recalculated. So the decision was eventually made to store the

data in an instrument ðQ;EÞ coordinate system tied to the

goniometer (R�1Q).

While the format and structure of the MDE data are

evolving, an important conceptual decision was to store

detector information for each detected neutron event (sample

orientation), even though most of the time this information is

unchanged. Keeping the event information presents signifi-

cant advantages for the data reduction, at a modest expense in

additional memory. For example, it allows the sorting of events

by detector property combined with other properties of the

events – sample orientation, sample environment status etc. In

contrast with earlier software packages, such as Horace

(Ewings et al., 2016) and DAVE MSlice (Azuah et al., 2009),

this allows one to reduce data sets with detectors masked only
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Figure 6
In order to quickly integrate the incident-momentum-dependent flux (red
curve), a cached running integral is calculated using equation (17) (blue
curve). Integrating the flux between two values is replaced by a lookup/
interpolation of the corresponding points on the running-integral curve
and a simple subtraction.



for a limited number of events (sample orientations), or even

with moving detectors.

The latter feature is essential for the HYSPEC instrument

at SNS, which has position-sensitive detectors in a tank that

rotates around the sample position in order to increase the

reciprocal-space coverage. In Fig. 7, we show measurements

on an iron-based superconductor, FeTe0.55Se0.45 (Fobes et al.,

2016). To cover a large reciprocal-space volume, we used two

different detector tank positions (32 and 92�). To accom-

modate the offset, data were collected for slightly different

sample rotation angle ranges. The constant energy slices at 5

and 24 meV show acoustic and optic phonons [panels (a) and

(b), respectively]. In both slices one can see a seamless tran-

sition between data measured at different detector angles (a

slightly higher background for high-angle detector position is

an intrinsic feature of the data, not the reduction). Panels (c)

and (d) show the same data symmetrized using the fourfold

symmetry of the crystal structure in the ðH;KÞ plane of the

presented slices.

Among other examples highlighting the advantages of the

MDNorm algorithm is the measurement of diffuse scattering

from benzil at CORELLI at the SNS (Welberry & Whitfield,

2018). In order to observe diffuse scattering, which for benzil

can be 103–104 times weaker than Bragg scattering, using

symmetry and the correct normalization are essential. Benzil

belongs to space group 152 (P3121), which has six different site

symmetries: x; y; z; �y; x� y; z; �xþ y;�x; z; y; x;�z;

x� y;�y;�z; �x;�xþ y;�z (Arnold et al., 2016). The data

were collected at 100 K for 36 different goniometer positions,

by rotating the sample 180� around the vertical axis in 5� steps.

As shown in Fig. 8, applying symmetry allows a more complete

reciprocal-space coverage and improves statistics.

5.4. Intensity comparison of data reduction methods for
inelastic scattering

The statistically correct normalization and seamless

symmetrization of the histogrammed intensity are especially

important for the polarized neutron TOF data, such as those

obtained at the HYSPEC instrument at the SNS (Winn et al.,

2015; Zaliznyak et al., 2017). Firstly, the scattering intensities

are low. This is not only because each polarized cross section is

only a fraction of the unpolarized one but primarily because

there is an intensity penalty of one to two orders of magnitude

associated with the polarized beam neutron optics. Secondly,

things are complicated by corrections associated with the

polarized beam optics, such as the scattered beam deflection

by the supermirror transmission polarization analyzer and its

energy- and angle-dependent transmission. Finally, the scat-

tering intensity in each polarization channel [spin-flip (SF) and

non-spin-flip (NSF)] has to be corrected for the finite polar-

ization efficiency encoded in the flipping ratio (FR). Namely,

the ‘net’ SF/NSF intensity is given by the difference in the

measured ‘raw’ intensities, appropriately weighted using the

FR (Zaliznyak et al., 2017). In making such intensity differ-

ence histograms, it is absolutely essential that statistical errors

of the measured data are correctly propagated.
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Figure 8
Diffuse scattering from benzil at 100 K collected with CORELLI at SNS.
(a) Single goniometer position; (b) single goniometer position with
symmetry applied; (c) multiple (rotated 180� in steps of 5�, 36 total)
different goniometer positions combined; (d) multiple different goni-
ometer positions combined and symmetry applied.

Figure 7
Measurement of the acoustic (a), h- != 5 meV, and optic (b), h- != 24 meV,
phonons in FeTe0.55Se0.45. The HYSPEC instrument at SNS was used with
two different detector positions. Panels (c) and (d) show the same data as
in panels (a) and (b), respectively, symmetrized using the fourfold
symmetry of the tetragonal crystal lattice.



In the case where the energy bins are small, the detector

efficiencies are comparable and the incident flux for each

orientation is the same, there should be very little difference

between intensities obtained from the pre-histogramming and

event-based approaches. Such is the case in Fig. 9. We show

the polarized measurement on the iron-based superconductor,

FeTe0.55Se0.45, studied by Li et al. (2021). Panels (a) and (b)

show the SF and the NSF intensity slice at E ¼ 5� 1 meV

reduced using the Mslice workflow. A similar reduction using

our new approach is presented in panels (e) and ( f), corre-

spondingly. Panels (c) and (d) show the same data symme-

trized in histogram mode, while panels (g) and (h) show the

same intensity symmetrized using our MDNorm algorithm.

Still, careful inspection of the symmetrized data does reveal a

somewhat better performance of the event approach.

In cases where the statistics of the measurements are widely

different, the fluctuations in intensities in the overlap regions

are expected to be dominated by the measurements with low

flux, similar to the results in the diffraction case (Michels-

Clark et al., 2016). To emphasize this point, we show inelastic

scattering in the KYbSe2 triangular antiferromagnet (Scheie et

al., 2021). In the original experiment, 180 orientations, 1�

apart, were measured for 400 s each. In addition, for the first

30 orientations we processed data separately for the first 30 s

each, to simulate shorter runs. Fig. 10 shows how the addition
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Figure 9
Comparison of equal-statistics measurements of polarized scattering in
FeTe0.55Se0.45 at 575 K. Spin-flip (SF) data are shown on the left, non-
spin-flip (NSF) on the right. Data shown in panels (a)–(d) were processed
using a pre-histogramming in energy transfer, while the new approach
was used for panels (e)–(h). The ðx; y; zÞ, ð�x; y; zÞ, ðx;�y; zÞ and
ð�x;�y; zÞ symmetry operations were applied in panels (c), (d), (g) and
(h). Since each orientation was measured with the same integral flux, there
is very little difference between pre-histogramed and event-based methods.

Figure 10
Comparison of unequal-statistics measurements in KYbSe2. Here, 180
orientations, 1� apart, were measured for 400 s each. In addition, the first
30 s in the first 30 orientations (above the red arrow) were processed
separately and added to the data. (a) Pre-histogramming approach, not
symmetrized. (b) Pre-histogramming approach, symmetrized (inversion).
(c) Event approach, not symmetrized. (d) Event approach, symmetrized
(inversion). (e) Comparison of cuts on symmetrized data for the two
approaches at H ¼ �0:5, showing larger error bars for the pre-
histogrammed approach in regions where low-statistics data are added
to higher-statistics ones.



of the simulated lower time measurements affects the intensity

pattern. In the pre-histogrammed approach, the lower-right

corner in panel (a) is noisier than the corresponding region for

the event-based approach [panel (c)]. In addition, the

symmetrization (in this case a simple inversion) for the pre-

histogrammed approach is negatively affecting the quality of

the original data in the upper-left corner [panel (b)], compared

with the similar region in the event-based data treatment

[panel (d)]. To get a better feel for the noise associated with

the addition of a lower-statistics measurement, we show a

comparison of a cut on symmetrized data for the two

approaches, at H ¼ �0:5 [panel (e)]. The error bars for the

pre-histogrammed approach are larger than those for the

event-based approach in the region around K ¼ 0:4.

5.5. Background subtraction

In some cases, the background (BG) depends on the

angular position of the sample and is measured in a rotation

scan, similarly to the signal. In such cases, it is straightforward

to subtract the two histograms produced from the corre-

sponding event data sets that were obtained for similar rota-

tion ranges. In many cases, however, the BG is, to a very good

approximation, independent of the crystal orientation and is

measured for a single sample rotation angle. This is the case

for scattering from most sample environments, or for ambient

BG neutrons. One approach to subtract such a BG, measured

at a single angle from a signal measured in a sample rotation

scan, is to replicate the BG measurement for all sample

orientations. This approach was implemented in the early

versions of our MDE data reduction workflow. It is similar to

that used by Michels-Clark et al. (2016) described in Section

3.2. We found that this process is slow and often very memory

intensive. When replicated to 120 sample orientations, a 2 h

BG measurement is equivalent to a 10 day neutron data

collection and contains a correspondingly large number of

events. While this procedure still works for instruments with

smaller detector banks, such as HYSPEC, it is prohibitively

memory intensive for spectrometers with large detector

arrays, such as ARCS, CNCS or SEQUOIA at the SNS.

We devised an extension to the algorithm which avoids

replication of the single-angle BG data; this feature was

introduced in a recent update (Mantid 6.1.0). In the new

version, the histogramming of the BG measurement is done

for each individual sample orientation, using the fact that the

statistical weight for both the sample and the BG data is the

same, up to a simple scaling by the ratio of incident neutron

count. If for each sample setting the data are measured for the

same amount of time as the BG, the new approach takes about

20% longer than in the case of no BG, compared with a 100%

overhead using the previous procedure. The 20% figure is an

empirical estimate of the time required to re-histogram the

BG events onto the same grid as the data. The remaining 80%

is a measure of the calculations for statistical weights, which is

not required in this new approach.

As another example, we consider removing the time-

independent BG from a continuous rotation measurement.

The BG consists of ambient neutrons or electronic noise that

contributes a constant count rate, independent of the TOF,

measurement time or sample orientation. Data in Fig. 11 were

measured on the HYSPEC spectrometer using the continuous

rotation method, and the scattering events were filtered by

sample orientation [the sample angle, S1, is shown in panel

(a)]. Usually, the time-independent BG is calculated at each

sample rotation from a portion of the energy spectrum where

sample scattering is kinematically prohibited and contains

only a small number of scattering events. In our case, due to

the limited measurement time for each orientation, the

number of BG neutrons is small but still comparable to the

number of counts in the inelastic spectrum. This can lead to a

noisy BG subtraction. Instead, here we used all the rotations

to create a data set containing only time-independent scat-

tering, which was therefore measured for a long period of

time, including all the sample orientations. The relative

counting error for the BG is now an order of magnitude less

than that for the data, allowing for a smooth low-noise

subtraction.

The application of this approach is even more important for

single-angle or synthetic BG measurements, such as carried

out by Leiner et al. (2019), where the BG measurement time is

more than one order of magnitude longer than the data

collection time at each sample setting.
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Figure 11
(a) Event-based data acquisition allows for filtering detected neutrons, in
this case on the goniometer rotation angle around the vertical axis (s1).
(b) Elastic scattering in the horizontal plane. Data are symmetrized using
reflections about the ½H;K; 0� and ½H; 0;L� planes. (c) A 0.5�-width
region around s1 = 49� is used as background. The efficient subtraction
method used is described in the text. (d) Detail cut at L ¼ 2 shows the
removal of the sample environment background (aluminium powder
lines).



5.6. Further performance optimization – remarks about
computational approaches

Two changes to the initial implementation improved

parallel scaling and run time. Performing the loop over

detectors in parallel may create simultaneous writes to

elements in the signal array. Initially, writes were synchronized

with a critical section allowing only one write to any element

of the array at a time. Thread contention was reduced by

moving synchronization to individual elements in the signal

array. This was done by making the signal array a

std::vector<std::atomic<double>> with updates

being performed using std::atomic<double>::

compare_exchange_weak. This could be simplified in

C++20 with the additional specializations for floating-point

types.

The MDNorm algorithm creates temporary normalization

and data workspaces for each measurement that are then

added to the final result. Allocating and de-allocating memory

on the heap are expensive and unnecessary operations.

Additional inputs to pass optional temporary data and

normalization workspaces were added to MDNorm. Small

changes to users’ scripts eliminate these costly operations. If

unspecified, blank workspaces initialized to 0 are created and

the behavior is unchanged. Existing scripts continue operating

as expected.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, we developed an efficient and statistically

correct approach for reducing and histogramming diffuse

elastic and inelastic TOF neutron scattering data. The

governing principle of this approach is that the data are only

histogrammed once and thus all deficiencies and hurdles of re-

histogramming are avoided. The reduction workflow consists

of two distinct parts. (i) Operations on the properties of the

measured neutron events, such as their position in the reci-

procal space of a single-crystal sample, the position on the

detector array, the duration of the measurement etc, which are

carried out prior to histogramming. These include, but are not

limited to, coordinate transformations, symmetrization,

sorting, masking, positional and intensity corrections, and

other operations that are independent of the grid to which the

data are eventually binned. (ii) The normalization algorithm,

which uses the linear property of detector trajectories in the

reciprocal space of a single-crystal sample. This algorithm

performs statistically correct weighting of all the events

located in a particular voxel of reciprocal space. The algorithm

creates a histogrammed representation of the measured

neutron scattering cross section with correctly propagated

statistical errors of the measured intensities.

The approach described in this paper is implemented in the

algorithm MDNorm and a helper algorithm MDNormSCD-

PreprocessIncoherent as part of the Mantid (Arnold et al.,

2014) software package and its usage for processing the SNS

data is gaining momentum. A future version of the algorithm

will implement the same calculations for measurements on

indirect-geometry spectrometers. Extending the approach to

inelastic scattering from powders is possible but, surprisingly,

less straightforward, because the trajectories are no longer

linear in the reciprocal space.
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